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Abstract: Forest/non-forest and forest species maps are often used by forest inventory programs in
the forest estimation process. For example, some inventory programs establish field plots only on
lands corresponding to the forest portion of a forest/non-forest map and use species-specific area
estimates obtained from those maps to support the estimation of species-specific volume (V) totals.
Despite the general use of these maps, the effects of their uncertainties are commonly ignored with
the result that estimates might be unreliable. The goal of this study is to estimate the effects of the
uncertainty of forest species maps used in the sampling and estimation processes. Random forest (RF)
per-pixel predictions were used with model-based inference to estimate V per unit area for the six
main forest species of La Rioja, Spain. RF models for predicting V were constructed using field plot
information from the Spanish National Forest Inventory and airborne laser scanning data. To limit the
prediction of V to pixels classified as one of the main forest species assessed, a forest species map was
constructed using Landsat and auxiliary information. Bootstrapping techniques were implemented to
estimate the total uncertainty of the V estimates and accommodated both the effects of uncertainty in
the Landsat forest species map and the effects of plot-to-plot sampling variability on training data used
to construct the RF V models. Standard errors of species-specific total V estimates increased from
2–9% to 3–22% when the effects of map uncertainty were incorporated into the uncertainty assessment.
The workflow achieved satisfactory results and revealed that the effects of map uncertainty are not
negligible, especially for open-grown and less frequently occurring forest species for which greater
variability was evident in the mapping and estimation process. The effects of forest map uncertainty
are greater for species-specific area estimation than for the selection of field plots used to calibrate the
RF model. Additional research to generalize the conclusions beyond Mediterranean to other forest
environments is recommended.
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1. Introduction

Forest and other wooded land environments provide numerous ecosystem services that contribute
directly or indirectly to improving our well-being. They play an important role in mitigating
climate change through carbon sequestration, combating desertification, maintaining biodiversity,
protecting soil and water resources, and supplying wood and other forest products [1] (pp. 285–299).
In light of the significance of these roles, accurate and updated information suitable for assessing
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forest resources is needed. National forest inventories (NFIs) were originally motivated by a need for
information on forest area, volume, and increment of growing stock and the amount of timber [2].
Since then, many countries have established their NFI programs as the primary sources of forest
information necessary for forest management and policy formulation [3,4].

NFI data include measurements of individual trees on plots selected using probabilistic sampling
designs. Tree measurements include height and diameter, which are then used to predict individual
tree attributes such as volume and biomass [5]. To increase the efficiency of inventory sampling designs,
maps can be used in the design phase to select the locations of the field plots [6] and in the estimation
phase to increase precision [7,8]. Of the 37 countries for which Tomppo et al. [9] include NFI reports,
six countries use a forest/non-forest map to determine where to establish their field plots. Among them
is Spain, where permanent sampling plots are established systematically at the intersections of a
1-km × 1-km grid in the portion of the Spanish National Forest Map (SNFM) classified as forest land.
Therefore, the SNFM is the base mapping layer for the Spanish National Forest Inventory (SNFI),
both of which are updated on a 10-year cycle [10]. The most recent versions of the SNFM are based on
the photointerpretation of aerial photography and digitization of polygons that are classified with
respect to the vegetation present in the area [11].

Traditional forest inventories have the disadvantage of being expensive, especially in areas with
poor road infrastructure [12]. In the last decades, remote sensing (RS) technologies have emerged as an
auxiliary data source that alleviates some of this limitation by increasing the precision of inventory
estimates and reducing the cost of forest resources assessment [13]. These technologies typically
entail constructing a model that represents the relationship between the RS data and field plot data.
The model is applied to predict forest attributes where field plots are lacking, thereby producing
spatially continuous forest attribute information [14]. These modeling applications have led to
inferential approaches guided by the properties of the ground data [15]. In particular, model-based
(MB) inferential approaches can be used when models are constructed using data collected from
non-probability training samples and data external to the area of interest [16]. This feature makes MB
inference an interesting option for areas where design-based inference is limited due to remoteness
and inaccessibility [17]. However, the effectiveness of this approach relies on the correctness of the
model, and consequently, population parameter estimators may be biased and imprecise if the model
is incorrect [18,19]. Hence, the estimation of forest population parameters and a rigorous assessment
of their uncertainties are necessary to produce reliable estimates.

In this context, reliable methods for propagating the main sources of uncertainty associated with
forest predictions have been developed [12,20,21]. As noted previously, forest maps can be used as
masks in the design phase to restrict the establishment of field plots and in the estimation phase to
restrict the application of the models. Most current reports in the literature assume that these maps
are without error [17,18], but very few have analyzed the effects of this source of uncertainty on
the uncertainty of forest attribute estimates. Rodríguez-Veiga et al. [22] used multiple forest masks
constructed using MODIS and ALOS PALSAR data to estimate total aboveground biomass for Mexico.
Their study demonstrated that different forest masks had large impacts on the estimation of national
carbon stocks due to the discrepancies in the forest extent estimated from each forest mask. Li et al. [23]
found substantial differences in the regional climate modeling outputs when the uncertainty of the
MODIS land cover products used was considered.

These studies showed how the uncertainty inherent in forest maps affects the reliability of
estimates. Both national estimates and uncertainties of the estimates are required for NFI reporting
and are specifically required for greenhouse gas inventories. In particular, the Intergovernmental
Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) states as a guideline that uncertainties should be reduced as far as
practicable [24]. However, the satisfaction of this guideline implies that before uncertainties can be
reduced, they must first be properly estimated. Failure to estimate the uncertainty associated with
forest maps used to restrict the establishment of ground plots and application of models could lead to
imprecise estimates and under-estimated uncertainties, thereby leading to reporting estimates that
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would fail to comply with the IPCC guidelines. In addition, sampling completely within a forest
mask facilitates the estimation of deforestation but not reforestation or afforestation outside the map
unless the mask is updated frequently. In the last decades, Spain has reported an expansion of forest
area because of the naturalization of marginal agricultural land due to rural abandonment and of
afforestation policies through the Common Agricultural Policy [25].

The goal of this study is to estimate the effects of the uncertainty of forest species maps used in
the sampling and estimation processes. To this end, we addressed the following objectives: (1) to
provide pixel-level volume (V) predictions for a large region using three sources of information: SNFI
ground plot data, multispectral data, and airborne laser scanning (ALS) data; (2) to estimate the total
MB uncertainty of the large area V estimates taking into account both the uncertainty of a forest species
map that guided the selection of plot locations and application of models, and sampling variability;
and (3) to estimate the relative contributions to the total uncertainty in the large area estimates of each
of the components. MB inference used random forests V models specific to each of the main forest
species of La Rioja whose spatial distributions were initially determined from a forest species map
constructed using Landsat imagery. Random forests (RF) predictive V models and RF classification
models were constructed.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Study Area

The study area was La Rioja, Spain, covering an area of 5045 km2 (Figure 1). This province in the
north of Spain borders mostly Navarre, Castile, and Leon, and also the Basque Country and Aragon.
La Rioja is surrounded by two large relief units with elevations ranging from 260 to approximately
2300 m. This large altitudinal gradient contributes to rich vegetative diversity ranging from coniferous
forests, deciduous forests, mixed forests, and shrub lands to grasslands in a relatively small area.
According to the SNFI, forest land (without considering shrublands and grasslands) covers 34.7%
of La Rioja with the main forest species, in order of area: Pyrenean oak (Quercus pyrenaica Willd),
Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.), beech (Fagus sylvatica L.), and holly oak (Quercus ilex L.) [26] (p. 11).
The remaining part of the study area is lowlands composed of unirrigated and irrigated fields where
the landscape becomes more homogenous. La Rioja includes important natural environmental aspects
such as Sierra de Cebollera Natural Park and Urbion Lake, among others. In addition, 24% of La Rioja
was declared a Biosphere Reserve by UNESCO.

Figure 1. La Rioja study area and distribution of the main forest species based on the Spanish National
Forest Map. ETRS89/UTM zone 30N (N-E) (EPSG: 3042). The blue polygon in the lower right corner
depicts the location of the study area in north central Spain.
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2.2. Data

Three types of data were used in this research: the SNFI field data, multispectral data, and ALS data.

2.2.1. Spanish National Forest Inventory (SNFI)

The 4th SNFI in La Rioja was conducted between 2011 and 2012 using permanent sample plots
established systematically at the intersections of a 1 km × 1 km grid in areas identified as forest land by
the SNFM (E: 1:25,000) (SNFM25) [10]. The methodology for producing SNFM25 includes three phases:
(i) the manual digitalization of polygons with homogenous forest structure and forest species on screen
by photo-interpretation, (ii) field monitoring, and (iii) quality control. Field visits are programmed for
quality control over the polygons whose digitalization are problematic [10]. Discrepancies between
SFM25 and SNFI are analyzed, and modifications are made if needed.

The SNFI sample units consist of four circular concentric plots of radius 5, 10, 15, and 25 m.
Trees with diameter at breast height (DBH) of at least 75 mm are measured in a 5 m radius plot;
trees with DBH > 125 mm are measured in a 10 m radius plot; trees with DBH > 225 mm are measured
in a 15 m radius plot; and only trees with a DBH > 425 mm are measured in the 25 m radius plot [10,27].
For each tree, DBH, total height, forest species, and the tree’s position relative to the plot center
(direction and distance) are recorded. Species-specific allometric models were used with measured
DBH and height to predict individual tree volumes which were weighted to predict the total plot
volume. The main difficulty in combining SNFI plot data with ALS measurements is discrepancies
between the attribute measured in field and the ALS data assigned due to center plot coordinate
errors [28]. Therefore, only plots for which the maximum height of a measured tree, hmax, was within
±4 m of the 99th ALS height percentile were considered. The deletion of 153 of these plots altered the
systematic nature of the grid-based sample with the result that the remaining sample consisting of
1095 SNFI plots was considered a purposive sample, albeit with systematic components. This sample
was used to construct the volume models (Section 2.4.3).

2.2.2. Multispectral and Auxiliary Data

The study area is covered by three Landsat scenes with paths (p) and rows (r): p201 r031, p200 r031,
and p200 r030 (Figure 1). For each scene, predominantly cloud-free Landsat 5 Thematic Mapper
(TM) images from 1 June to 31 August for 2010 were used to construct an updated forest species
map (Section 2.4.2). The reason behind the decision to use Landsat 5 data is their availability for free
and absence of sensor malfunction problems as occurred in Landsat 7. Annual summer composites
based on the greenest pixels available defined by Normalized Difference Vegetation Index (NDVI)
were constructed using the Google Earth Engine Python and Javascript Application Programming
Interfaces [29] and resampled to the corresponding 25 m × 25 m ALS cell size (Section 2.2.3). For this
study, we used the following bands: blue (0.45–0.52 µm), green (0.52–0.60 µm), red (0.63–0.69 µm),
near infrared (NIR; 0.76–0.90 µm), and two shortwave IR bands (SWIR1, 1.55–1.75 µm; and SWIR2,
2.08–2.35 µm). Three vegetation indexes were derived from the annual summer composites:
NDVI, the Normalized Difference Moisture Index (NDMI) and the Normalized Burn Ratio (NBR).
Finally, elevation information was derived from a 25 m × 25 m digital elevation model downloaded
from the Spanish National Center of Geographic Information.

2.2.3. Airborne Laser Scanning (ALS) Data

ALS data were acquired between August and October 2010, during leaf-on conditions by the
Spanish National Programme of Aerial Orthophotography with a mean pulse density of 0.5 points per
m2 and vertical root mean square error (RMSE) ≤ 0.20 m. ALS tiles were processed using FUSION
software [30] to construct a 2-m digital elevation model from the ground points, thereby facilitating the
estimation of height above the ground surface for each ALS vegetation point. Following the removal
of ground points with heights less than 2 m, 15 forest structure metrics were calculated for both the
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SNFI plots and for the 25 m × 25 m cells that tessellated the study area and served as population units.
ALS metrics included mean, variance (varia), standard deviation (stdev), coefficient of variation (cv),
interquartile range (iq), kurtosis (kurto), percentiles (ranging from the 1st to 99th percentile: p1, p5,
p25, p50, p75, p95, and p99), canopy relief ratio (crr), and forest canopy cover (lfcc).

The methodological framework is illustrated in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Workflow diagram of the processing steps conducted to account for the sources of uncertainty
involved in the volume estimation.

2.3. Statistical Techniques

2.3.1. Overview

Three primary statistical techniques were used in the study. First, the RF method (Section 2.3.2)
was used for classification to construct a forest species map (Section 2.4.2) and to predict volume (V)
for individual population units (Sections 2.4.3 and 2.4.4). Second, the sampling design used to acquire
the model calibration data had both systematic and purposive features (Section 2.2.1). As a result
of the purposive features, model-based (MB) population parameter estimation methods were used
(Section 2.3.3). Third, because the V estimation procedure had multiple estimation and uncertainty
components and because analytical procedures for estimating uncertainties associated with the RF
approach are generally not available, bootstrapping procedures were used. For the estimation of
uncertainties associated with the forest species map, pairs bootstrapping (p) was used (Section 2.3.4).
However, for the estimation of uncertainties associated with volume estimation, for which the model
calibration data were acquired using a design with substantial systematic components, wild bootstrapping
(w) was used (Section 2.3.4). These three statistical techniques are described in greater detail in the
sections that follow immediately.

2.3.2. Random Forests (RF)

Forest population parameter estimation using models that represent relationships between
inventory variables and RS observations has become relatively common in recent decades [31–33].
For this study, RF [34] was selected as the model or prediction technique due to its utility and its
popularity [35,36]. Multiple studies support the reliability of RF as a robust classifier and prediction
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model for forest attributes when used with RS auxiliary data [37–41]. Although the term “regression”
has often been used in combination with RF, in this study, the term “prediction model” was used to
avoid confusion with linear or nonlinear regression models.

RF consists of a combination of decision tree predictors, each of which is preceded by a bootstrap
resample usually consisting of 2/3 of the original sample data. The remaining 1/3 of the original sample
is retained as another subset called out-of-bag (oob) and is used for internal error estimation [42].
For this study, RF models were calibrated using the R package RandomForest [43] with the default
settings of number of trees (500) and of predictor variables (mtry) tested at each node (mtry = p/3 for
prediction or mtry = sqrt (p) for classification, where p is the total number of predictor variables).

2.3.3. Model-Based (MB) Estimation

For the estimation of species-specific V mean, MB inferential methods that do not require
probability samples were used. As previously noted (Section 2.2.1), the available SNFI sample was
considered a non-probability, purposive sample. In addition, new forest species maps constructed as
part of the uncertainty estimation procedure (Sections 2.4.2 and 2.4.4) may extend into areas originally
classified as non-forest in which case no sample plots will be available, thereby further altering the
systematic nature of the sample and deviating from a probability sample. The MB estimator of the
species-specific V mean is

µ̂MB =
1
N

N∑
i=1

v̂i, (1)

where v̂i is the RF prediction of v for the ith population unit (pixel, map unit) and N is the total number
of population units for each forest species for which V prediction models were applied.

2.3.4. Bootstrapping

Four primary sources of uncertainty are associated with all MB predictions: (i) model
misspecification, (ii) uncertainty in the values of the independent variables, (iii) residual variability
around model predictions, and (iv) uncertainty in the model predictions resulting from the effects of
sampling variability as they affect the model calibration dataset [16]. For this study, the RF prediction
technique was assumed to be sufficiently accurate that model misspecification was not considered
problematic (Section 3.1.2). Furthermore, uncertainty in the values of the independent variables
were considered negligible. Finally, for large forest areas, the effects of model prediction uncertainty
resulting from sampling variability dominate the effects of residual uncertainty [44]. Therefore, for this
study, all the sources were ignored except the effects of sampling variability on the V model calibration
dataset. When a regression model is used for prediction purposes, the effects of this sampling
variability can be expressed in terms of the covariances for the model parameter estimates. However,
when non-parametric prediction techniques such as RF are used, more complex techniques merit
consideration [44]. For these situations, bootstrapping techniques [33,45,46] have emerged as robust
alternatives to analytical variance estimators and uncertainty propagation [47,48].

Two bootstrapping techniques were considered for this study to estimate the uncertainty of
the MB population parameter estimates: pairs bootstrapping [49] and wild bootstrapping [50].
Pairs bootstrapping, also characterized as non-parametric bootstrapping [51], entails randomly
selecting with replacement a resample of the original data of the same size as the original sample.
With pairs bootstrapping, the resample will omit some of the original sample units but include some of
the original sample units multiple times. A basic bootstrap principle is that the resampling procedure
should mimic the original sampling scheme [50–53] (p. 2). Thus, unless the original sample was
acquired using simple random sampling, conventional RF that uses pairs bootstrapping does not
preserve the underlying spatial structure of systematic sample, or samples with substantial systematic
components such as the SNFI field plot sample.
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As an alternative to pairs bootstrapping, Liu [50] proposed the wild bootstrap, which retains the
full set of original sample units and, therefore, retains any original spatial structure in the sample
data. Wild bootstrapping entails two steps. First, predictions and residuals for the original sample are
calculated using an arbitrary prediction technique. Second, the wild bootstrap resample is constructed
as the predictions plus products of the residuals and a randomly selected variable from a distribution
with mean 0 and standard deviation of 1 [54–56]. For this study, a standard normal distribution
was used but with truncation of values less than −2.0 and greater than 2.0. The advantage of wild
bootstrapping is that it preserves the original spatial structure of the data, but it requires the calculation
of predictions and residuals for the original sample units using another technique for which pairs
bootstrapping is a viable candidate and is easily implemented for continuous response variables.

2.4. Analyses

2.4.1. Overview

The analyses focused on estimating species-specific mean and total V. A key feature of the study
was that RF models for predicting V were constructed using data for only those field plots that were
located in the forest portion of a forest species map. Thus, uncertainty in the estimates of mean
and total V must incorporate the uncertainty from two sources: uncertainty in the forest species
map and the sampling variability in the model calibration data. The analyses focused on four tasks.
First, a forest species map was constructed using training and Landsat data. The map was first used to
estimate species-specific areas using MB methods and their standard errors using pairs bootstrapping
(Section 2.4.2). Second, the effects of sampling variability associated with the portion of the SNFI
field dataset used to calibrate the models were estimated using wild bootstrapping (Section 2.4.3).
Third, the map was used to limit the plots whose data were used to construct the RF V models and to
limit the population units to which the models were applied. MB methods were used to estimate mean
and total V and their standard errors (SE) (Section 2.4.4). Finally, total uncertainty was estimated by
combining the effects of uncertainty in the forest species map and sampling variability in the model
calibration data (Section 2.4.5). Methods for accomplishing these tasks are described in the sections
that follow immediately.

2.4.2. The Forest Species Map and the Effects of Its Uncertainty on Area Estimates

A forest species map, hereafter called the Landsat forest species map, was constructed for the study
area (Figure 1) to depict the six dominant forest species of La Rioja: Fagus sylvatica (FS), Pinus halepensis
(PH), Pinus nigra (PN), Pinus sylvestris (PS), Quercus pyrenaica/faginea (Q), and Quercus ilex (QI).
The remaining forest species occurring in the study area were classified into two general groups
designated as “Other coniferous” (OC) and “Other broadleaves” (OB). Non-forest areas such as water
bodies, agricultural areas, bare soil, urban fabric, shrublands and grasslands were merged into a
single non-forest (NF) class. Training areas were digitalized using the combination of fine resolution
imagery and information on forest species from the SNFM25 map which, for purposes of training area
delimitation, were considered as “ground truth” and not subject to uncertainty. Once the training areas
were delineated, a stratified sample of 100 points was selected for which the nine species classes served
as strata. The number of points per training area could be one, several, or no points. Spectral bands,
vegetation indexes, and auxiliary information (Section 2.2.2) were used as predictor variables for the
calibration of the RF classification models. To assess the accuracy of the Landsat forest species map, the RF
oob error was analyzed. This oob error estimation is considered a reliable source that can replace a test
dataset independent of the training dataset for the algorithm [42].

Uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map induces uncertainty in the species-specific area
estimates. Hence, to estimate the effects of this source of uncertainty, a 4-step bootstrap procedure
was used:
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(1) A pairs bootstrap resample was selected from the training data used to calibrate the RF
classification model,

(2) A new Landsat forest species map was constructed by applying a new RF classification model based
on the resample from step (1),

(3) The area for each of the dominant forest species, k, for each bootstrap iteration, b, was estimated
as the product of the number of pixels classified as the species and the pixel area and was denoted
Âk

p b where the subscript “p” indicates that pairs bootstrapping was used,

(4) Steps (1)–(3) were replicated 2000 times,
(5) The MB estimates of species-specific areas and their SEs were estimated as,

Â k
p map =

1
nboot

nboot∑
b=1

Â k
p b (2)

and

SE
(
Â k

p map

)
=

√√√
1

nboot − 1

nboot∑
b=1

(Â k
p b − Â k

p map)
2

(3)

where the subscript “map” indicates that only the uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map was
incorporated into Equation (3), and the subscript “b” indexes the bootstrap resamples.

2.4.3. The Effects of Sampling Variability in the Volume Model Calibration Data on Volume Estimates

Species-specific RF models of the relationship between mean V per unit area (m3/ha) as the
response variable and the set of ALS metrics as the predictor variables (Section 2.2.3) were constructed
for each of the six dominant forest species in La Rioja (FS, PH, PN, PS, Q, QI) (see Table A1 in
Appendix A). Although OB and OC were discriminated on the Landsat forest species map, V models for
OB and OC were not constructed and, therefore, mean and total V for these forest species were not
estimated for this study.

RF models were calibrated using the original SNFI field plot dataset (Table 1) subject to two
constraints: (i) only data for plots that were in forest land portion of the original Landsat forest species
map, and (ii) only data for plots whose ground measurements were of that forest species without regard
to the forest species predicted by the Landsat forest species map.

Table 1. Statistics for mean volume (m3/ha) obtained from the Spanish National Forest Inventory (SNFI)
field plots classified as forest according to the Landsat forest species map and used for the construction of
the V models.

Forest Species * Number of SNFI Plots Mean Standard Deviation Minimum Maximum

FS 182 192.62 93.07 5.89 530.81
PH 35 80.58 42.44 9.06 164.24
PN 82 137.69 94.96 3.71 415.36
PS 199 225.12 136.10 2.53 756.76
Q 272 90.31 55.36 1.44 305.75
QI 136 52.91 34.99 0.00 215.51

* FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea;
QI: Quercus ilex.

For each forest species, the species-specific V model was used to predict V for each population unit
classified as that species in the original Landsat forest species map. Corresponding SEs for the estimates
of mean and total V were estimated using a 7-step wild bootstrapping procedure (Figure 3):

(1) Select a wild bootstrap resample from the SNFI field plot dataset subject to the two previously
noted constraints,

(2) Calibrate the species-specific RF V models,
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(3) For each species, k, predict V for all population units classified as that species in the original
Landsat forest species map,

(4) Estimate mean species-specific V as V̂ k
w b using Equation (1) and total V, V̂T

k
w b, as the product of

the estimates of mean V and the area, Âk, from the original Landsat forest species map,

V̂T
k
w b = V̂ k

w b·Â
k (4)

where the subscript “w” indicates that wild bootstrapping was used.
(5) Repeat steps (1)–(4) 2000 times,
(6) Estimate species-specific mean V and its SE as,

V̂ k
w plot =

1
nboot

nboot∑
b=1

V̂ k
w b (5)

with

SE
(
V̂ k

w plot

)
=

√
1

nboot − 1

∑nboot

b=1
(V̂ k

w b − V̂ k
w plot)

2
, (6)

(7) Estimate species-specific total V and its SE as,

V̂T
k
w plot =

1
nboot

nboot∑
b=1

V̂T
k
w b (7)

with

SE
(
V̂T

k
w plot

)
=

√√√
1

nboot − 1

nboot∑
b=1

(V̂T
k
w b − V̂T

k
w plot)

2
(8)

where the subscript “plot” indicates that only the effects of sampling variability in the RF model
calibration dataset are incorporated into Equations (6) and (8).
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2.4.4. The Effects of Uncertainty in the Forest Species Map on Volume Estimates

Little is known about the cumulative effects of land cover product classification errors when they
are used to limit the model calibration sample and application of the prediction models. The effects of
uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map (map-to-map variability) on the V model calibration and
application data were estimated using a 9-step pairs bootstrap procedure (Figure 4):

(1) Select a pairs bootstrap resample of the training areas used to calibrate the RF classification model,
(2) Construct a new Landsat forest species map and for each species, k, estimate the area, Â k

p b. The oob
error estimation for each RF classification model, recalibrated in each bootstrap iteration with
the resample from step (1), was recorded to estimate the average user’s and producer’s accuracy
for each of the classified forest species and to estimate the standard error of the user’s and
producer’s accuracy,

(3) Select the subset of the SNFI field plot dataset located in the forest portion of the new Landsat
forest species map,

(4) Construct new species-specific RF V prediction models using data for that species determined
from the plot data, not the map species classification for plot,

(5) For each species, apply the model constructed in (4) to each pixel classified as that species in the
map constructed in step (2),

(6) For each species, k, estimate mean V for each bootstrap iteration, b, as V̂ k
p b using Equation (1)

and total V, V̂T k
p b, as the product of the estimates of mean V and the area from step (2):

V̂T k
p b = V̂ k

p b ∗ Â k
p b (9)

(7) Replicate steps (1)–(6) 2000 times,
(8) Estimate species-specific mean V and its SE as,

V̂ k
p map =

1
nboot

nboot∑
b=1

V̂ k
p b (10)

with

SE
(
V̂ k

p map

)
=

√
1

nboot − 1

∑nboot

b=1
(V̂ k

p b − V̂ k
p map)

2
, (11)

(9) Estimate species-specific total V and its SE as,

V̂T k
p map =

1
nboot

nboot∑
b=1

V̂T k
p b (12)

with

SE
(
V̂T k

p map

)
=

√√√
1

nboot − 1

nboot∑
b=1

(V̂T k
p b − V̂T k

p map)
2

(13)

where the subscript “map” indicates that only the effects of uncertainty in the Landsat forest species
map were incorporated into Equations (11) and (13).

As the above procedure indicates, uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map affects V estimates
in two ways: (1) induces uncertainty into the set of SNFI field plots falling within the forest land
portion of the map which, in turn, affects the set of SNFI plots used to calibrate the RF V models and
the ensuing pixel-level V predictions, and (2) induces uncertainty in the portion of the Landsat forest
species map for which V is predicted. To assist in distinguishing the relative magnitudes of these effects
of map uncertainty, two additional analyses were conducted.
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First, each new Landsat forest species map, (one for each bootstrap iteration), was compared with
the original Landsat forest species map to determine the population units for which the predicted forest
species changed and those that retained the original classification. The percentages of population units
whose predicted forest species did not change over the 2000 bootstrap iterations were calculated and
hereafter designated as the percentage of stable pixels or pixel stability. If predicted forest species changed
for only a small percentage of population units, then the effects of area changes on mean and total V
estimates would be expected to be small.

Second, the percentages of SNFI field plots that were within the forest portions of the 2000 new
Landsat forest species maps and, therefore, were used to calibrate the RF models were calculated and
hereafter designated as percentage of stable plots or plot stability. If only a few plots were affected by
uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map, then the effects of map uncertainty on the RF model
predictions would be expected to be small. In addition, these analyses facilitate distinguishing among
forest species with respect to how map uncertainty affects respective area estimates and V predictions
for individual forest species.Remote Sens. 2020, 12, x FOR PEER REVIEW 11 of 25 
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2.4.5. Total Uncertainty

When accounting for both the uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map and sampling variability
in the RF model calibration data, the effects of sampling variability change with each iteration of the
Landsat forest species map, technically making it necessary to separately estimate the sampling variability
effects for each map. This approach would entail on the order of 2000 × 2000 overall bootstrap
iterations and require considerable computational intensity. However, the differences in plots selected
for different forest species maps will be relatively small, and the effects of this sampling variability for
the different maps are expected to be relatively constant. Therefore, instead of estimating the effects of
this sampling variability for each new Landsat forest species map, we assume that the average SE over all
map iterations would be about the same as the SE obtained based on the sampling variability effects
for the original Landsat forest species map as estimated in Section 2.4.3. Thus, for species k, the overall

SE, SE
(
V̂Tk

total

)
, which incorporates the effects of both sources of uncertainty was estimated as,
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SE
(
V̂Tk

total

)
=

√
SE2

(
V̂T

k
p map

)
+ SE2

(
V̂T

k
w plot

)
, (14)

where SE
(
V̂T

k
p map

)
is obtained using Equation (13) and SE

(
V̂T

k
w plot

)
is obtained using Equation (6).

3. Results

3.1. Accuracy Assessment

3.1.1. Forest Species Map Accuracy

The accuracy assessment of the original Landsat forest species map used the oob RF error (Table 2)
and produced an overall accuracy of 88.77%. User’s and producer’s accuracies for most individual
forest species were greater than 80% and even greater than 90% for some. User’s and producer’s
accuracies were less for the Q, OB, and OC classes. The former showed a commission error of 23% due
to confusion of this species with the OB class (see Table A2 in Appendix A), which also explains the OB
omission error (23%). The OB class’s commission error (29%) is due to some of the points of this class
erroneously classified as Q and FS. As for the OC class, it tends to be classified as some of the other
Pinus spp. species and vice versa because of the similar spectral response among them. Nevertheless,
the Landsat forest species map achieved an excellent overall accuracy of 98.8% for distinguishing between
NF and the aggregation of all the forest species with producer’s accuracies of 92.9% and 99.7% and
user’s accuracies of 98.1% and 98.8% for NF and the aggregation of forest classes, respectively.

Table 2. Out-of-bag confusion matrix estimated from the random forest (RF) classification model fitted
to construct a forest species map for the study area.

Forest Species * User’s Accuracy (%) Commission Error (%) Producer’s Accuracy (%) Omission Error (%)

NF 98 2 93 7
FS 95 5 88 13
PH 97 3 94 6
PN 89 11 93 7
PS 93 7 96 4
Q 77 23 84 16
QI 91 9 84 16
OB 71 29 77 23
OC 81 19 88 12

* NF: Non-forest; FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus
pyrenaica/faginea; QI: Quercus ilex; OB: “Other broadleaves” (OB) and OC: “Other coniferous”.

3.1.2. RF Volume Models

A graph of V predictions versus observations for SNFI plots showed that in general, most
observations were located close to the 1:1 line, although a few observations exhibited a different
tendency in the form of greater distances from this line (Figure 5). The lack of systematic error supports
the previous MB inferential assumption that the RF model is essentially correct.
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Figure 5. Volume reference values for each of the field plots, used to construct the different RF
models, versus their predictions. Note: FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra;
PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea; QI: Quercus ilex. Orange line represents the 1:1 line.

3.2. Uncertainty Assessment

3.2.1. The Effects of Uncertainty in the Landsat Forest Species Map on Area Estimates

SEs for the area estimates were generally less than 10% with the exception of PH and PN for
which SE(Â k

p map) as percentages of estimates of the means reached 22.07% and 12.27%, respectively
(Table 3). Greater SE estimates for areas for the latter two species are at least partially attributed to their
less frequent occurrence among the six main forest species analyzed. These results indicate the overall
variability in the Landsat forest species maps among the bootstrap iterations. The percentages of stable
pixels were strongly positively correlated with the SE

(
Â k

p map

)
estimates. Among all species, more than

80% of the pixels were always classified as the same forest species, although for PH and PN, just 67%
and 79% of the pixels remained stable. Regarding plot stability, among all species, nearly 80% of the
field plots were in the forest portions of all 2000 Landsat forest species maps, one for each of the bootstrap
iterations, and were therefore used for the calibration of V models. For individual species, PH exhibited
the least plot stability with just 73% of the field plots selected for all 2000 Landsat forest species maps and
with some plots selected for fewer than 50% of the maps. Excellent results were achieved for PS and
Q for which the plot stabilities were nearly 100%. Although overall plot stabilities for these species
were large, some field plots used to fit V models for these species were selected only a few times,
particularly two plots that were selected for only about 40% of the maps. Generally, PH exhibited
greater variability for area estimates and for plots selected to construct the RF V models, which was
likely because this is an open grown forest species whose locations are more likely to be misclassified
as non-forest.
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Table 3. Area estimates (ha) and pixel and plot stabilities for the main forest species in La Rioja.

Forest Species *

Area Estimates Standard Errors Stability

^
A

k

(ha)
^
A k

p map (ha) SE(Â k
p map) (ha) SE(

^
A k

p map) (%) % of
Stable
Pixels

% of
Stable
PlotsSee Footnote (**) Equation (2) Equation (3) Equations (2) and (3)

FS 2.10 × 104 2.24 × 104 552.66 2.47 94.20 100.00
PH 1.09 × 104 0.97 × 104 2132.26 22.07 66.85 72.97
PN 0.67 × 104 0.63 × 104 779.12 12.27 79.52 86.59
PS 1.79 × 104 1.86 × 104 1243.83 6.67 92.01 96.48
Q 5.51 × 104 5.06 × 104 2664.66 5.27 83.54 95.96
QI 3.53 × 104 3.61 × 104 3202.95 8.84 84.51 86.76

* FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea;
QI: Quercus ilex. ** Calculated as the product of pixel size and the number of pixels classified as species k in the
original Landsat forest species map.

A confusion matrix analysis for the Landsat forest species maps, constructed for the bootstrap
iterations, was conducted using the RF oob error obtained with the pairs bootstrap resamples.
The mean and the standard deviation of the accuracies of these maps over all iterations were estimated
(Figure 6) with results similar to those for the original confusion matrix obtained for the original forest
species map. Smaller user’s and producer’s accuracies were obtained for Q.
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Figure 6. Mean and the standard error estimates (number at the top of each bar) of the accuracies
(from 0 to 1) of the Landsat forest species maps over all the iterations for the main forest species of
La Rioja. Note: FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus
pyrenaica/faginea; QI: Quercus ilex.

3.2.2. The Effects of Uncertainty in the Landsat Forest Species Map on Volume Estimates

Bootstrapping procedures were applied to assess the effects of map-to-map variability on the
uncertainty of the V estimates for each of the most important forest species in La Rioja (Table 4).
The results showed that the effects of map-to-map uncertainty were not negligible for any of the main

forest species with SE
(
V̂T

k
p map

)
% ranging from 3% to 22%. The uncertainties in the total V estimates
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resulting from the effects of uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map were greatest for PH (21.95%)

and for QI (12.05%). The least SE
(
V̂T

k
p map

)
% was achieved, from greatest to smallest, for FS, PS, and Q,

as indicated by estimates of 3.17, 4.65, and 4.66%, respectively.

Table 4. Volume estimates and standard errors based on uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map.

Forest Species *

Mean Volume (m3/ha) Total Volume (m3)

V̂k
p map SE(V̂ k

p map) V̂T
k
p map SE(V̂T

k
p map) SE(V̂T

k
p map) (%)

Equation (10) Equation (11) Equation (12) Equation (13) Equations (12) and (13)

FS 204.05 5.46 4.57 × 106 1.45 × 105 3.17
PH 67.38 7.91 0.65 × 106 1.42 × 105 21.95
PN 144.05 8.75 0.91 × 106 0.79 × 105 8.71
PS 216.28 8.62 4.02 × 106 1.87 × 105 4.65
Q 70.50 2.80 3.56 × 106 1.66 × 105 4.66
QI 44.63 4.10 1.62 × 106 1.95 × 105 12.05

* FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea;
QI: Quercus ilex .

3.2.3. The Effects of Sampling Variability in the Model Calibration Dataset on Volume Estimates

Bootstrapping procedures were applied to assess the effects of plot-to-plot sampling variability
for each of the most important forest species in La Rioja without consideration of the effects of map
uncertainty. A total of 2000 iterations was sufficient for estimates of both means and SEs to stabilize

(Figure 7). Overall, the V̂ k
w plot estimates of the means were very similar to the µ̂MB estimates (Table 5)

with the greatest estimates for PS and FS and the least for PH and QI. The effects of plot-to-plot

sampling variability on SE
(
V̂T

k
w plot

)
% (as percentages of estimates of the total V) varied among the

forest species, ranging from 2% to 11%. PH and QI were the forest species with more dispersion in the

total V estimates as suggested by their larger SE
(
V̂T

k
w plot

)
% values, 11.23% for the former and 9.07%

for the latter. The smallest SE
(
V̂T

k
w plot

)
% values, from smallest to greatest, were for PS, FS, and Q.

Table 5. Volume estimates and standard errors based on sampling variability in model calibration dataset.

Forest Species *

Mean Volume (m3/ha) Total Volume (m3)

^
µMB

V̂ k
w plot SE(V̂ k

w plot) (%) V̂T V̂T
k
w plot SE(V̂T

k
w plot) SE(V̂T

k
w plot) (%)

Equation (1) Equation (5) Equation (6) See Footnote (**) Equation (7) Equation (8) Equations (7) and (8)

FS 203.70 204.29 5.02 4.28 × 106 4.29 × 106 1.06 × 105 2.46
PH 61.52 66.49 7.47 0.67 × 106 0.73 × 106 0.82 × 105 11.23
PN 146.96 144.22 4.25 0.99 × 106 0.97 × 106 0.28 × 105 2.94
PS 223.08 220.43 5.22 3.99 × 106 3.95 × 106 0.94 × 105 2.37
Q 70.84 72.43 2.06 3.90 × 106 3.99 × 106 1.13 × 105 2.84
QI 43.27 44.46 4.03 1.53 × 106 1.57 × 106 1.43 × 105 9.07

* FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea; QI: Quercus
ilex. ** Calculated as the product of species-specific area, from original Landsat forest species map, and mean V
based on plots from SNFI field dataset located within area classified as the species.
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3.3. Total Uncertainty

The results (Table 6) revealed that the uncertainties in the V estimates were dominated by the

effects of uncertainties in the Landsat forest species map as suggested by a greater SE
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Table 6. Uncertainties in total volume estimates for the main forest species of La Rioja.

Forest Species *

Uncertainty in the Landsat Forest Species Map Sampling Variability in Model Calibration Data Total Uncertainty

SE( ˆVT k
p map) (%) SE( ˆVT k

w plot) (%) SE( ˆVT k
total) (%)

Equations (12) and (13) Equations (7) and (8) Equation (14)

FS 3.17 2.46 4.01
PH 21.95 11.23 24.66
PN 8.71 2.94 9.19
PS 4.65 2.37 5.22
Q 4.66 2.84 5.46
QI 12.05 9.07 15.08

* FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea;
QI: Quercus ilex.
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4. Discussion

4.1. The Statistical Techniques

In this study, mean and total V estimates were inferred using an MB estimator based on RF
predictions for the six main forest species of La Rioja (Spain). RF V models were constructed using
SNFI field plot information and ALS data. To limit the prediction of V to pixels classified as one of
the main forest species assessed, a forest species map was constructed using Landsat and auxiliary
information and RF classification models. RF performed well with respect to both classification and
prediction accuracy. Both RF models were calibrated with the default settings included in the R
package RandomForest [43]. Balanced training samples were constructed to calibrate the RF classification,
although RF is not known to be sensitive to the characteristics of the training sample [39]. An assessment
of the effects of correlation among the ALS metrics on RF performance for volume prediction and
therefore, procedures for selecting the most suitable variables would be appropriate [40,57].

Bootstrapping techniques were the lynchpin of this study and facilitated accounting for two
sources of uncertainty: the uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map and the RF model prediction
uncertainty resulting from the effects of sampling variability in the model training data. The similarity
in the bootstrap estimates and the MB estimates indicates the lack of any substantial bias in the
bootstrap procedure. Estimates of bootstrap means and standard errors stabilized by 2000 bootstrap
iterations. However, this result should be generalized with caution and would better be considered
a parameter that must be tuned for each forest species. As per Figure 6, the number of iterations
necessary for estimates of the bootstrap means and standard errors to stabilize varied by forest species.
Computer intensity will depend not only on the number of iterations but also on the size of the study
area, with smaller study areas requiring less computation time. If a large number of iterations are
necessary for a large study area, the development of the methodology could be conditional on access
to a great deal of computationally capability. The workflow developed in this study was performed on
a multi-processor Core i-7 6800 K box, with 12 cores and 64 GB memory because of the computational
intensity involved. The cumulative effects of both sources of uncertainty were estimated with the
effects of plot-to-plot sampling variability for the different maps assumed to be relatively constant.
Apart from this assumption, the computational intensity associated with the methodology could
become prohibitive, particularly if a large number of iterations were necessary to achieve stability in
the estimates of means and standard errors. Nevertheless, the use of cloud-based platforms could
overcome these difficulties providing the users with computing power at affordable prices.

4.2. Effects of Uncertainty in the Landsat Forest Species Map

The Landsat forest species map constructed for this study exhibited satisfactory accuracies considering
the large number of forest species and their level of heterogeneity. Our results are in line with those
reported by Fernández-Landa et al. [28] who used RF classification models to construct a map for
PS and FS in a subset area of La Rioja of 16,000 ha. They reported user’s accuracies of 0.80 and 0.97
and producer’s accuracies of 0.97 and 0.89 for FS and PS, respectively. In their study, they claimed
confusion between FS and OB as the main reason for the FS classification errors. Among the other
forest species mapped, Q yielded the greatest commission errors coinciding with the results of other
studies that mapped forest species using remotely sensed data in Mediterranean environments [58,59].
Despite the difficulty involved in mapping open forest species such as PH, the accuracies obtained for
this study are in accordance with other studies conducted for Mediterranean species using multispectral
information [60].

Uncertainty in the Landsat forest species map affects the V estimates in two manners: (1) it affects
which plots are used to construct the species-specific V models, and (2) it affects the estimate of
the area for each forest species that is multiplied by the estimate of the V mean. For the sake of
simplicity, we assumed that the effects of plot-to-plot sampling variability in the model training data
on V predictions for the different Landsat forest species maps to be relatively constant. Overall, the results
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justify this decision, because the differences in the field plots selected for the different Landsat forest
species maps were relatively small. Hence, the results obtained suggest that the Landsat forest species
map effects on area estimates are more important than the effects on field plot selection on RF model
predictions. However, caution must be exercised with forest species in open woodlands such as PH,
because the Landsat forest species map has a similar effect on both factors. On one hand, V models for
PH were calibrated using a smaller calibration dataset (35 field plots) relative to the other forest species
for which V models were calibrated. On the other hand, even though we refined the training dataset
by removing the SNFI field plots that showed greater discrepancies, this dataset is characterized by a
lack of location precision for its plot centers [28,61]. For species growing in open areas such as PH,
this effect is exacerbated, resulting in a greater sampling variability (Figure 8) and increasing variance
estimates [32].
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Figure 8. Examples of SNFI field plots used for V prediction purposes for PH not included in 100%
of the total bootstrap iterations conducted to assess plot-to-plot variability. Yellow squares represent
population units of cell size of 25 × 25 m.

An interesting pattern observed in this study is the strong positive relationship between pixel
stability and SE for estimates of V totals. The results indicate that greater stability in the forest species
classification produces less uncertainty in V estimates. In our study, we did not consider other sources
of uncertainty such as tree measurement errors and ALS errors. However, both are expected to
contribute very little to total uncertainty [62]. Nevertheless, if uncertainty in V estimates for smaller
areas is desired, an approach accounting for residual uncertainty should be developed [63].

There was no positive relationship between species-specific pixel stabilities and accuracies obtained
for the different Landsat forest species maps. Even though PH exhibited the largest variability in the pixels
classified as such among the bootstrap iterations, it did not produce smaller accuracies. This is likely
due to the location of the points used to train the RF classification models and therefore used to calculate
the oob error, most of which were in dense forest areas. These points are less likely to be misclassified,
although PH is a Mediterranean forest species occurring in open forest. These areas represent mixed
pixels that were likely to be classified both as forest or non-forest, which could explain the larger
PH classification variability. Uncertainty results at pixel scale facilitate analysis of the accuracy of
the spatial distribution of V estimates and contribute to the identification of special patterns [12,56].
It is important to bear in mind that the reference data used to fit the RF classification models did
not represent a probability sample but just an approximation. Although probability samples are
not required for training data, future research could assess the effects on classification accuracy of
probability-based samples of training data. Even though the RF oob error has been reported as a
reliable accuracy measurement that can replace the use of an independent dataset [42], further research
using a variety of datasets in different application scenarios would be appropriate [39].
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4.3. Effects of Sampling Variability for the Model Calibration Datas

In this study, we only considered the uncertainty in the model predictions resulting from the effects
of sampling variability. We did not include tree measurement errors for which the effects are generally
regarded as negligible, thereby producing no meaningful adverse consequences [5]. Spatial correlation
among pixel predictions was not included because for large contiguous area, distances between the
vast majority of pairs of pixels are greater than the range of spatial correlation, thus, when averaging
over all pairs of pixels, the overall effect is negligible [44]. Spatial correlation needs to be assessed in
future research especially for smaller forest areas for which forest attributes are calculated. In addition,
there were other sources of uncertainty involved in the V estimation framework such as the uncertainty
associated with the V allometric model used in the SNFI and with the model linking plot-level V
with ALS metrics. When these two sources of uncertainty are considered, uncertainty estimates are
larger [12]. Sampling variability in the model calibration data produced SE% estimates in the range of
2–11% with greater values for PH and QI. Chirici et al. [64] estimated growing stock volume using
NFI field plots and remotely sensed data (Landsat and SAR data) for a large area in Italy. Their SE
estimates varied from 2% to 4%, although SE estimates were not reported for specific forest species.
Irulappa-Pillai-Vijayakumar et al. [65] reported V estimates for a French region using NFI field plot
data and remotely sensed data. They reported SE estimates of approximately 3% for oak V estimates
and 5.76% for PS. For oak volume estimates, their SEs were slightly less than the SE of 5.46% for our
study, although they did not consider the uncertainty of the forest species map.

The greater SEs for PH and QI are in accordance with the map uncertainty results as suggested by
greater variability for PH and QI mapping. PH and QI are Mediterranean forest species that intermix
with other vegetation types in complex patterns or in open woodlands. This complexity poses a
challenge when using remote sensing-based classification methods in these kinds of environments as
opposed to those in boreal forests [11,64]. A relationship between SEs for V totals and plot stabilities
was not clearly observed as it was for pixel stability. That being said, it seems that there is a relationship
between plot stability and the number of field plots used to calibrate the RF V models. Plot stabilities
were less for PH and PN for which field plot sample sizes were smaller.

4.4. Total Uncertainty

Many studies have reported large area V estimates, even at a country level, using models and
remotely sensed data [21,64,66]. These studies have demonstrated the potential of assessing forest
resources using different sources of information already acquired and therefore posing an opportunity to
replicate the methodology in other countries with well-established NFI programs. However, the results
of our study demonstrated that if similar approaches are to be replicated, it is necessary to include
the uncertainty of the forest species map used. Uncertainty results can be underestimated when the
uncertainty of the forest species map is ignored in the modeling approach. This is particularly relevant
for the V estimates for forest species: (1) for less representative species such as PN, incorporating the
effects of map uncertainty increased SE% from 2.94% to 9.19%; and (2) for Mediterranean forest species
occurring in open areas such as PH, incorporation of the effects of map uncertainty increase SE% from
11.23% to 24.66%. Further work is recommended to construct uncertainty maps at a pixel scale that
represents the spatial distributions of the accumulated sources of uncertainty considered. Such maps
would be key to distinguishing uncertainties between site conditions and estimated volume levels [12].

4.5. Operational Consequences

This study is unique because of our approach to propagating uncertainty to account for the
effects of uncertainty in the map of the spatial distribution of the main forest species estimated from
Landsat and from the effects of sampling variability on RF V model predictions. Even though we used
a different approach for constructing the forest map than the SNFM, the results are relevant for the
SNFI. On one hand, although the SNFI used a forest map constructed by photo-interpretation, it could
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also have potential errors that might affect the V estimates. On the other hand, until now, national V
estimates have been sample-based, but because of the economic crisis, the number of field plots has
been reduced [10]. Nevertheless, an appropriate use of remotely sensed data could guarantee that
accuracy is not lost in forest attribute predictions, even if the number of field plots was reduced [67],
although it is crucial to account for the time interval between field data and remotely sensed data used.
However, if NFI plots are to be established only in the forest portion of a remote sensing-based forest
map, then the uncertainty associated with the map should be considered. Otherwise, countries will
underestimate uncertainty and fail to comply with the IPCC good practice guidelines [24].

5. Conclusions

Our study assessed the effects of uncertainty in a forest species map involved in the selection of the
field plots used to calibrate the volume models and in the estimation process on the uncertainty of large
area volume estimates. Five conclusions were drawn from the study: (1) the effects of uncertainty in the
forest species map on the uncertainty of large area volume estimates are not negligible, and ignoring
the effects could jeopardize the reliability of the forest volume estimates; (2) overall, the effects of
uncertainty in the forest species map on area estimates were greater than the effects of uncertainty in
the map on the selection of field plots used to calibrate the RF volume prediction model; (3) the effects
of the forest species map uncertainty increased for open forest species or less representative forest
species; (4) bootstrapping estimates demonstrated the suitability of this technique to accommodate the
effects of uncertainty from more than one source; and (5) the results are relevant for countries that use
a remote sensing-based forest/non-forest map to guide the establishment of field plots. Further work
in a variety of forest environments to assess whether the conclusions can be generalized beyond
Mediterranean environments is recommended.
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Abbreviations

Abbreviation Full Description
ALS Airborne laser scanning
crr ALS canopy relief ratio
cv ALS height coefficient of variation
DBH Diameter at breast height
FS Fagus sylvatica
IPCC Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
iq ALS height interquartile range
kurto ALS height kurtosis
lfcc Forest canopy cover
MB Model-based
MSE Mean square error
NBR Normalized Burn Ratio
NDMI Normalized Difference Moisture Index
NDVI Normalized Difference Vegetation Index
NFI National Forest Inventory
NIR Near infrared
OB Other broadleaves
OC Other coniferous
oob Out-of-bag
p1-p99 ALS percentiles (ranging from the 1st to 99th percentile)
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PH Pinus halepensis
PN Pinus nigra
PS Pinus sylvestris
Q Quercus faginea or Quercus pyrenaica
QI Quercus ilex
RF Random forest
RMSE Root mean square error
rRMSE Relative root mean square error
RS Remote sensing
SE Standard error
SNFI Spanish National Forest Inventory
SNFM Spanish National Forest Map
stdev ALS height standard deviation
TM Thematic Mapper
V Mean volume per hectare
varia ALS height variance

Appendix A

Table A1. Summary of the V models using 2010 airborne laser scanning (ALS) data and SNFI field
plots for the six main forest species of La Rioja (Spain). Measures of predictive accuracy were obtained
from the out-of-bag (oob) internal error derived from the RF models.

Forest Species * % Variance Explained MSE (m3/ha) RMSE (m3/ha) rRMSE (%)

FS 52.62 4081.84 63.89 33.27
PH 44.37 973.24 31.20 38.72
PN 85.64 1279.01 35.76 25.97
PS 69.26 5665.13 75.27 33.43
Q 64.47 1084.85 32.94 36.47
QI 36.38 769.52 27.74 52.43

* FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea; QI: Quercus ilex.
Note: MSE: mean square error; RMSE: root mean square error, and rRMSE: relative root mean square error.

Table A2. Out-of-bag confusion matrix derived from the RF classification model fitted to construct
a forest species map for the study area. Columns represent true classes, while rows represent the
classifier’s predictions.

Forest Species * NF FS PH PN PS Q QI OB OC

NF 158 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 1
FS 0 146 1 3 1 0 1 2 3
PH 1 0 104 0 0 1 0 0 1
PN 0 2 3 100 0 6 1 0 0
PS 0 1 0 0 84 5 13 6 0
Q 3 0 1 1 4 128 0 1 3
QI 2 1 0 1 9 6 89 12 5
OB 0 0 0 0 2 0 7 161 0
OC 6 2 1 1 0 7 4 2 97

* NF: Non-forest; FS: Fagus sylvatica; PH: Pinus halepensis; PN: Pinus nigra; PS: Pinus sylvestris; Q: Quercus pyrenaica/faginea;
QI: Quercus ilex; OB: “Other broadleaves” (OB) and OC: “Other coniferous”.
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